
REWRITE ASIAN KUNG FU GENERATION OFFICIAL

"Rewrite" (ãƒªãƒ©ã‚¤ãƒˆ, Riraito) is a song by Japanese rock band Asian Kung-Fu Generation. American Anime Awards
official website Archived at the.

However, in the beginning the band spent several years playing local gigs and making small-label releases,
known in Japan simply as "indies. Soon they were joined by drummer Ijichi Kiyoshi, and this lineup proved to
be stable, lasting over the course of three albums and while gearing up to release their fourth in spring , not
counting the many singles -- important releases in Japan, where CD prices are among the highest in the world,
increasing the demand for cheaper records. The band wasted no time and released a second full album Sol-fa
that topped the charts for two weeks. It was the first and, to date, the only major project for three of its
members -- Masafumi Gotou lead vocals and guitar , Takahiro Yamada bass and vocals and Kensuke Kita
guitar and vocals. It was the first and, to date, the only major project for three of its members â€” Masafumi
Gotou lead vocals and guitar , Takahiro Yamada bass and vocals and Kensuke Kita guitar and vocals. Their
first attempt in that direction, "Kona Yuki" off I'm Standing Here, got picked by radio, and their first
Japanese-only EP, Houkai Amplifier "Destroy Amplifier," turned out to be their breakthrough: it got rave
reviews and scored in the Top 40 of the indie section of the Oricon charts. AKFG began as a college band
back in in a private university in Yokohama. However, in the beginning the band spent several years playing
local gigs and making small-label releases, known in Japan simply as "indies. The "Ajikan" as the fans came
to call them finally decided to take it easy, lying low for most of the  Their first attempt in that direction,
"Kona Yuki" off I'm Standing Here, got picked by radio, and their first Japanese-only EP, Houkai Amplifier
"Destroy Amplifier," turned out to be their breakthrough: it got rave reviews and scored in the Top 40 of the
indie section of the Oricon charts. The band wasted no time and released a second full album Sol-fa that
topped the charts for two weeks. AKFG began as a college band back in in a private university in Yokohama.
The "Ajikan" as the fans came to call them finally decided to take it easy, lying low for most of the  Soon they
were joined by drummer Ijichi Kiyoshi, and this lineup proved to be stable, lasting over the course of three
albums and while gearing up to release their fourth in spring , not counting the many singles â€” important
releases in Japan, where CD prices are among the highest in the world, increasing the demand for cheaper
records.


